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Abstract
In a recent breakthrough, Bravyi, Gosset, and König (BGK) 
[1] proved that shallow quantum circuits cannot be 
"simulated" by shallow classical circuits. Indeed, they show 
a lower bound of log depth. Our work addresses the 
upper bound question. 

We first explicitly define their implicit notion of simulation 
which we call "possibilistic simulation” (see right). 
Essentially, we say a classical circuit simulates a quantum 
circuit if, over all inputs, the output of the classical circuit is 
a possible output of the quantum circuit.  

In this sense, classically simulating the BGK quantum 
circuits that solve their Hidden Linear Function (HLF) 
problem is equivalent to classically solving HLF [1]. 

We then show the following two incomparable results. 

Result 1. Any quantum circuit of depth D with Clifford 
gates and t T gates can be simulated in depth 

where O conceals a constant independent of the quantum 
circuit, in particular, its number of qubits.  

Result 2. The BGK quantum circuits can be simulated in 
complexity class NC2, i.e. by classical circuits of log 
squared depth and polynomial size (in number of qubits).

Discussion
Result 1 follows from the construction to the right. While 
Result 1 is inspired by Gottesman-Knill (GK) and an 
extension by Bravyi and Gosset [2], it is not directly 
implied by them. For example, GK does not directly imply 
Result 1 with t=0 because a usual GK simulator would 
“measure” n bits sequentially using depth O(n). In fact, 
one way to interpret Result 1 is that it parallelises classical 
simulators in the context of possibilistic simulation. 

Result 2 follows because HLF can be solved by finding a 
matrix kernel and then solving a linear equation [1]. But 
these tasks are in complexity class NC2, e.g. [3]. 

Correction. The current (to-be-updated) arXiv paper costs 
the depth of a “switchboard circuit” in its “Construction B” 
as O(log t). This should be O(t) as pointed out to me by 
Luke Schaeffer. The main consequence is that “Result 4” in 
the paper, saying log depth separation is the maximum 
achievable, is revised to be Result 1 above.  

Ongoing work for v3. Extending Result 1 to parallelise 
other simulation techniques, e.g. tensor network based.
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Possibilistic simulation definition 

Construction for Result 1 
Idea: use circuit identities like those in the example below together 
with free pre-computation to construct classical Clifford+T simulator. 

with             

Now we can precompute the 3-qubit state at the red arrow: 

which is independent of the input bits xi . 

To simulate the circuit, we may first use x2  to determine which of the 
two 2-qubit “sectors” of ѱ to project to. Suppose x2 = 0, then we 
should project to the sector 

Let s be a bit-string in the support of ѱ0, say 00, which can be 
precomputed. We can then apply the “classical version” of                 
to s to classically output a possible output of the quantum circuit. 
This completes our construction.  

The t in Result 1 comes from a “switchboard circuit” that carries out 
projections onto 2t sectors in general. The D is because at most 2D 
bits xi  can appear in the exponent of each Pauli operator on the right-
hand-side of the last circuit above. The 2t  (resp. 2D ) becomes linear 
in t (resp. D) using binary trees of various kinds. 
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plexity arena. Essentially, we say a classical circuit sim-
ulates a quantum circuit if, over all inputs, the output
of the classical circuit is a possible output of the quan-
tum circuit. We call this notion of simulation “possibilis-
tic simulation”. Then, BGK’s result can be succinctly
phrased as an unconditional log-depth lower bound on
classical circuits that possibilistically simulate constant-
depth quantum circuits.

Next, we construct classical circuits that can possibilis-
tically simulate any given quantum circuit with Cli↵ord
gates. We then extend our construction to Cli↵ord+T
gates via the so-called T -gadget.

Our construction implies our Claim 1 that shallow Clif-
ford circuits with t T -gates can be possibilistically simu-
lated in depth O(t). Claim 1 is similar in spirit to those
found in Refs. [18–20] on weak and strong simulation.

POSSIBILISTIC SIMULATION

In this section, we give our formal definition of “possi-
bilistic simulation”, as extracted from Refs. [5, 14–17].

Definition 1. We make the following definitions for cir-
cuits with n variable input bits and m output bits.

• A relation on Cartesian product {0, 1}n ⇥ {0, 1}m
is a subset R ⇢ {0, 1}n ⇥ {0, 1}m.

• A quantum circuit Q on n input qubit lines and
measured on m qubit lines in the computational ba-
sis defines a relation R(Q) ⇢ {0, 1}n ⇥ {0, 1}m by:

(x, y) 2 R(Q) () hy|Q |xi 6= 0. (1)

• Let C : {0, 1}n ! {0, 1}m be a classical circuit,
and R a relation on {0, 1}n ⇥ {0, 1}m. We say C
possibilistically simulates R if:

(x,C(x)) 2 R, for all x 2 {0, 1}n. (2)

In our paper, we restrict classical circuits to having
gates in the standard set {NOT, AND, OR} ({¬,^,_})
of fan-in  2, but arbitrary fan-out [21]. We allow quan-
tum circuits to use all-zero “advice” bitstrings.

With the above definitions in place, it becomes
straightforward to define what it means for a classical
circuit to “possibilistically simulate” a quantum circuit.

Definition 2. Let Q and C be quantum and classical
circuits, respectively, taking n input bits to m  n output
bits. We say C possibilistically simulates Q if C possi-
bilistically simulates R(Q).

To check understanding, let us set m = n = 1. Let us
then agree that a constant C ⌘ 0 possibilistically sim-
ulates Q = H (Hadamard gate); and that C = NOT
possibilistically simulates Q = X (Pauli X gate).

As an aside, we note that we can straightforwardly
extend the definition of “possibilistic” simulation by pre-
fixing with the word “probably”, where the probability
can be over random advice bits in the classical circuit
or over some input distribution. Indeed, the notion of
“probably possibly correct” (borrowing from “probably
approximately correct” or “PAC” [22]) already appears
in Refs. [5, 14–17] and may also be worthy of study, but
it lies outside the scope of our present paper.

Henceforth, unless otherwise stated, “simulation”
means “possibilistic simulation”.

CLASSICAL CIRCUIT CONSTRUCTIONS

In this section, we assume for simplicity that m = n
and that the quantum circuit takes no advice. It is
straightforward to generalise the following constructions
to the case when these conditions do not hold.

We first construct classical circuits that simulate Clif-
ford circuits. We then extend to Cli↵ord+T circuits. The
correctness of our constructions should be self-evident, so
we omit correctness proofs.

Construction A (Cli↵ord). Let Q be a Cli↵ord circuit.
First, we can write an n-bit input |xi = |x1 . . . xni as
|xi = Xx1

1
· · ·Xxn

n |0ni.
Now, we may use the commutation relations listed in

Table I to commute allXxi
i past the Cli↵ord circuitQ and

just before (computational basis) measurements. Note
that Q would remain unchanged. Moreover, we may wlog
(without-loss-of-generality) assume that the resulting x-

dependent gates on qubit i 2 [n] is of the form Xa(i)·x
i

for some a(i) 2 {0, 1}n. The “wlog” is wrt (with-respect-
to) to our definition of simulation because, just before
(computational basis) measurements, any Y gates that
appear can be replaced by X gates and any Z gates by
identity gates.

To be clear, we are simply noting a generalisation of
the following minimal example:

x1 H •
x2

= |0i Xx1 H •

|0i Xx2

(3)

(wlog) = |0i H •

|0i Xx2

(4)

In this example, n = 2, a(1) = (0, 0), a(2) = (0, 1).

Now, to simulate Q, simply pre-compute [23] a n-bit
string s in the support of Q |0ni, say s = s1 · · · sn. In
the example above, Q |02i = (c-X2)H1 |02i = (|00i +
|11i)/

p
2, so s can be 00 or 11. Then s defines a classical
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